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INTRODUCTION TO NEXT
Next, styled as next, is a British multinational clothing, footwear, accessories 
and home products retailer headquartered in Enderby, Leicestershire. It has 
around 700 stores, of which 502 are in the United Kingdom and Ireland, and 
around 200 are in continental Europe, Asia and the Middle East. Next is the 
largest clothing retailer by sales in the United Kingdom, having overtaken Marks 
& Spencer in early 2012 and 2014.
The Next retail chain was launched in February 1982 and the first store 
opened with an exclusive coordinated collection of stylish clothes, shoes and 
accessories for women. Collections for men, children and the home quickly 
followed. NEXT clothes are styled by its in-house design team to offer great 
style, quality and value for money with a contemporary fashion edge. (Next plc, 
2016: Online)

(Next plc, 2016: Online)
Considered one of the largest fashion retailers in the UK with ‘4.6 million global 
Directory customers’ and ‘360,000 average transactions per day across Retail 
and Directory’ (Next plc, 2016). Next is a multichannel business with a global 
reach – both stores and online. With operations in numerous countries:
- UK
- Cyprus
- Czech Republic
- Ireland
- Malta
- Lebanon
- Qatar
- Bahrain
- Kuwait
- United Arab Emirates
- Saudi Arabia
- China
- Indonesia
- Japan

Next Plc is made up of multiple segments, the company’s segments include:
Next Retail, Next Directory – an online and catalogue shopping business with 
over 4 million active customers and international websites, Next directory 
has been running since 1988, and accounts for around ‘40% of Next’s sales, 
according to its 2015 Annual Report’ (Passport, 2016).
Next International Retail – with approximately 200 mainly franchised stores; Next 
Sourcing – which designs and sources Next branded products; Lipsy – Next’s 
younger women’s fashion brand, which designs and sells Lipsy branded fashion 
products, the company acquired Lipsy in 2008 and now they have their own 
standalone stores and websites as well as selling through Next. The company 
also include Property Management which holds property and leases which are 
sub-let to other segments and external parties. 

Next Sourcing provides around 40% of NEXT Brand stock from our global 
supplier base, sourcing from 18 countries. It employs 3,700 people in 12 
countries, including 2,700 in factories which we own. 
Several years ago we started selling non-competing third party brands through 
the NEXT Directory. Last year we printed our first LABEL catalogue, dedicated 
to promoting our third party offer. We now issue four LABEL catalogues a year, 
to coincide with the launch of each major season. LABEL has its own dedicated 
website, labelonline.co.uk, and its ranges are also available through next.co.uk.

(Lipsy, 2016: Online)



With an operating profit of £867.2 million (Mintel, 2016) showcases the success of 
Next across a global spectrum. Next is a solid performer in the UK clothing market, 
as Mintel reports, the company had a 3% growth in sales on a comparable 52 week 
basis for the 15/16 financial year, and a 4.9% increase in profits. Displaying how its 
retail division has been delivering ever-increasing margins in this challenging high-
street environment. Reasons behind this growth in profitability could have been driven 
by opening more, larger stores, and where it was once viewed as a leading innovator 
in online orders, for example areas like next-day delivery, ‘Next seems to have seen 
some of its competitive advantage eroded in the last year or two to the point where 
rivals have caught up with the company’s delivery and warehousing capabilities’ 
(Mintel, 2016). Mintel’s brand research  supports Next as a solid performer in the UK 
market, consumers who used the retailer in the past year viewed it as ‘trustworthy, 
having a good reputation and being reliable’ (Mintel 2016) as well as being regarded as 
the most stylish brand of all the retailers analysed.
The highest proportion of sales are made online at 15%, but improvements with the 
company’s e-commerce is desired, Next only introduced a mobile version of its website 
at the end of 2015, this despite its own statistics showing nearly two-thirds of orders 
are made through tablets and phones. So it’s expected to see a generous increase in 

orders via mobile devices for the 16/17 financial year. 

For Next, corporate responsibility means addressing key business-related 
social, ethical and environmental matters and ensuring we run our business in 
a responsible way. We see corporate responsibility as a key element of how 
we conduct our business as we believe it makes good business sense. Further 
information can be found on the corporate responsibility section of our website. 
(Next plc, 2016:Online)
Key statistics from continuing business..

Year ended 
January 

2016 2015

Total Sales £4.1 billion £4.0 billion

Group profit before tax £821 million £782 million

Total employees 51,179 50,018

UK & Eire Next stores -
number

540 539

UK & Eire Next stores -
footage

7.6 million 7.4 million

Average active Directory
customers

4.6 million 4.1 million

Share Buybacks –
number of shares

2.2 million 2.2 million

Share buybacks - value £151 million £138 million

Figure: Key statistics from continuing business (2016:Online)

As previously mentioned, Next 
adopted the strategy of closing 
smaller, underperforming shops 
and opening larger, more 
profitable ones. Although growth 
in online sales is outdoing the 
stores, the store network remains 
important providing a platform 
for click-and collect services 
as well as returns, giving Next 
an advantage over online-only 
retailers.

Figure 1



THE MARKET SITUATION
As this report is focused on developing a childrenswear line for next, focusing 
primarily on tall children, this section is discussing the current childrenswear 
market situation in the UK. 
Mintel estimates that the childrenswear market will grow by 1% in 2016 to £6.9 
billion, as the sector is seeing slowing sales due to high levels of discounting and 
falling birth rate. Some say this falling birth rate is due to the fact the ‘modern 
generation do not want the responsibility of bringing up children’ (Bingham, J. 
2016), this alongside debt and the breakup of the family unit and the growing gap 
between the super-rich and the rest of the population are some of the issues many 
believe to be contributing to the decrease in births. The birth rate has continued to 
fall since its peak in 2012, dropping by 4% between 2012 and 2015.
Childrenswear costs are becoming increasingly expensive, but with parents 
admitting their struggles and describing their financial situation as ‘tight’ many 
are inclined to look for low prices when buying clothes. This shows as the 
childrenswear market is very price-sensitive and supermarkets and value retailers 
dominate the sector due to them keeping prices down and affordable. This 
sector has become more and more promotional as consumers have become 
accustomed to trying to find the best bargains. Mintel shows that Childrenswear 
continues to account for ‘13% of all clothing sales, although the sector has slightly 
underperformed clothing sales growth of 1.8% in 2016’ (Mintel, 2016).

Mintel forecasts that the childrenswear environment will grow by 13% to reach 
7.9 billion by 2021. If this forecast is true, this means good things for Next as it’s 
showcasing that our idea of providing a specific tall range for childrenswear would 
be successful as the sector is set to grow. The slowing birth rate and decline 
in 0-4 year olds as mentioned previously will impact the growth of the overall 
childrenswear market, however the sector will benefit from the 12% rise in the 
number of 10-14 year olds. This is positive information for our range as it will be 
targeted towards children aged 8-12.  
For our range we decided to focus on a girls collection first, this is due to the fact 
that girls begin the grow before boys so the idea of doing a ‘tall’ range will be more 
appropriate for girls at the age range we are targeting. Also, girlswear accounts 
for the largest proportion of the total childrenswear market (40%) which has 
further grown more than boyswear (girlswear rising 10% versus 8% for boyswear 
between 2011 and 2016). This is driven by more of a focus on fashion and trend-
led styles for children (Mintel, 2016). 

Figure 2 - Best and worst-case forecast of UK value sales of 
childrenswear 2011-21 (Mintel, 2016)



THE MARKET SITUATION

Figure 3 - Income Statement (Financial Times, 2017)

Figure 4 - Forecast (Financial Times, 2017)

These two charts showcase how Next Plc remains a successful 
company that is ever growing.This clear increase in revenue is essential 
to the success of our range, as it proves that Next remains a popular 
and in-demand brand, which would ensure that by creating a range for 
Next would be beneficial.



FASHION TRENDS

Edgeland Trend



Encounter Trend



Pause Trend



Reports from WGSN show that the key trends for the children’s wear market for S/S 17 are Encounter, Pause, Digital Wave and Edgelands (WGSN,2015).  The table 
below shows an analysis of three of the trends. 

For our range, we have taken a mixture of elements from all of the trends displayed within the table above to create our own line for next.  As within our range design, we 
have included key pieces from each trend. Such as the bomber jacket, gym set and the trapeze dress from the pause trend. And combined them with the peasant blouse, 
culottes short and the playsuit from the other two trends. We have used the neutral colour palette of pause throughout focusing on using pinks, greys and naturals. See our 
range plan within this report for a visual example.



NEXT COMPETITORS
Next is ‘…a consistent winner on the UK high street…’ Strachan. H (2014:Online), as 
it sells moderately priced clothing for men, women, children and homeware through 
500-plus stores including 60-plus stand-alone NEXT Home stores in the UK. It also 
has over 200 stores in 37 counties in Asia, Europe, and the Middle East. Therefore, 
it targets consumers in their ‘…20s and 30s who are looking for stylish but affordable 
clothes to take them through the next fashion cycle.’ Hoovers (2017:Online). The 
retailer’s other businesses are NEXT Sourcing, which procures NEXT merchandise 
from Asia and the UK, and about 40 Lipsy stores for teens.

As Next caters to a wide target of customers it means many retailers, online and 
brick and mortar, are its competitors. As Next Tall Kids is the new range for Next 
PLC the main Competitors which will be focused on, after taking into consideration 
figure 5, are: Marks and Spencer, Debenhams, Boohoo, River Island, John Lewis, 
Matalan, Monsoon, George (Tesco) and Florence and Fred (ASDA). This is because 
these retailers use similar traits to what Next has for example, Marks and Spenser, 
Debenhams, John Lewis, Monsoon, Matalan, Tesco and Asda all stock men’s, 
women’s, children’s and homeware therefore will appeal to Next’s target market. River 
Island and Boohoo however, focus their clothes towards to ‘…STAY AHEAD OF THE 
TRENDS’ Boohoo (2017:Online) rather than wardrobe staples which is why these 
competitors have been selected. This is supported by Mintel, ‘Over a third (35%) of 
consumers look for fashionable clothing when buying for their kids aged 4-14’ Mintel 
(2017:Online). Tamera Sender, (Senior Fashion Analyst), ‘While fashion is not the main 
priority for parents, almost half of girls aged 7-14 worry about whether their clothes 
look fashionable. Given that young girls prefer to shop with their parents, as they get 
older they are likely to exert an influence over where they shop and what clothes they 
buy, providing opportunities for more fashion-led retailers that also focus on value.’ 
Mintel (2017:Online). This is because Next Tall Kids will be an on trend and fashion 
forward range rather than the ‘old fashioned’ The Sun (2016:online), stigma attached                    

Figure 5 -Table to show Next PLC Top Three Competi-
tors, Hoovers. (2017:Online)

To determine where to source the Next Tall Kids fabrics from and where to 
manufacture the garments, we went into some of the competitor’s stores to see 
which children’s items were made in which countries. Figure, six, seven, eight and 
nine highlights the results (see Raw materials section for further details). The data 
we found highlighted the best place to source the fabrics from was China as it is 
cheap but as a group, decided to produce each garment in Sri Lanka as it is best 
for childrens wear.

to retailers like Marks and Spencer.



Next’s main competitors are no longer just clothing retailers but are now also supermarket chains. Grocery fashion has gone from strength to strength in recent years. 
Consumers are finding it more convenient to buy their clothing at the same time as their weekly food shop. ‘Tesco’s F&F business is worth over £1bn, Sainsbury’s Tu range 
is the seventh-largest clothing brand in the UK by volume and Morrisons continues to expand its kidswear range Nutmeg. Supermarkets account for £1 in every £10 spent on 
clothing, footwear and accessories in Great Britain according to Kantar…’ Retail Week (2014:Online)

Figure 10: Online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on childrenswear, by top 20 advertisers of 
childrenswear, 2012-16, Mintel (2017:Online)

Figure 10 and 11 highlights this increase in recognition in supermarket clothing which is why these chains have 
spent huge amounts of money in advertising. ‘Retailers spent £14.4 million advertising childrenswear in 2015, 
an 18% increase compared with the previous year. Advertising on childrenswear accounted for 9% of the total 
amount spent advertising clothing in 2015, although it accounted for 13% of total clothing sales… Sainsbury’s has 
also increased its spend on childrenswear advertising to £1.6 million in 2016. M&S also features in the top five 
advertisers, spending over £2 million on childrenswear in 2015’ Mintel (2017:Online) Supermarkets remain the 
most popular places to buy baby and children’s clothing, with ‘21% having purchased from Asda and 18% from 
Tesco in the last year.’ Mintel (2017:Online)

Figure 11: The top five advertis-
ers of childrenswear, 2015



To determine the standard of sale assistants in competitor retailers too Next, we interviewed a Marks and Spencer employer and a Next employee to compare their opinions 
on the kidswear each company stocks, to see what items are popular, which size ranges sell the best and what issues customers have about the kidswear.



What are other Retailers doing?  - John Lewis
Online:
The managing director of John Lewis, Andy Street, expects the ‘…retailer’s e-commerce sales to overtake store sales in 2019.’ Mintel (2016:Online).  To meet the demand 
of online orders the retailer is spending half a billion pounds on its online shopping service over the next three years. John Lewis is expanding its warehousing and 
distribution facilities, including a ‘new two million square foot distribution hub in Milton Keynes - due to become operational later this year - to bolster next-day delivery and 
click-and-collect order fulfilment.’ Mintel (2016:Online).
Consumers are becoming more demanding with fulfilment requests to do with delivers. They want greater control over the timings or location of their deliveries. John Lewis 
has expanded its delivery options by extending its ‘click-and-collect service to 200 Waitrose stores’ Mintel (2016:Online).

New App:
The ‘My John Lewis’ membership loyalty scheme has made over ‘1.5 million additional purchase visits to its shops and website since its launch in October 2013’ Mintel 
(2016:Online), according to the company. In October 2015 John Lewis added the loyalty scheme to its app making it easily accessible for customers wherever they are with 
the added bonus of customers not having to carry their plastic card around. ‘As well as a mobile checkout and barcode scanner, the app also includes a new feature called 
Kitchen Drawer, which stores all receipts and guarantees online at members’ johnlewis.com accounts.’ Mintel (2016:Online). The app is another example of how John Lewis 
is using technology to improve customer experience across online and offline sales channels to make shopping easier and simpler.

Market shares
It is not entirely necessary to compare market shares for 

online retailing since many of the retailers listed in figure 10 
are not competing with each other. For example, Debenhams 

will not be competing against or taking market shares away 
from Apple. Many of these retailers share of total spending 

will have changed only slightly.

Figure 12 - Top 20 online 
retailers: share of all online 
retail sales, 2013-15. Mintel 

(2016:Online)



Social Media Platforms for Next Competitors – Can customers click and collect/home delivery and if the retailers offer other ranges



NEXT COMPETITION

 
 
Summary: 
Average price: £10 
Most Common Material: Cotton 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Marks and 
Spencer 

Debenhams Monsoon George 
(at Asda) 

Florence and 
Fred (F&F) 

Matalan John Lewis  Boohoo River Island  

Image 

 
Marks and 
Spencer 

(2017:Online) 

 
Debenhams 

(2017:Online) 
 

 
Monsoon 

(2017:Online) 

 
George (2017:Online)  

Tesco 
(2017:Online) 

 
Matalan 

(2017:Online) 

 
John Lewis 

(2017:Online) 

 
Boohoo 

(2017:Online) 

 
      River Island 
    (2017:Online) 

Description  T shirt regular 
fit,  

cap sleeve, 
embroidery, 
crew neck  

 

Sequin shoe design, 
t-shirt with cap sleeve, 

regular fit  

Sequin top, 
Crew neck, 
Cap sleeve, 

loose fit  

Crew neck, 
Short sleeve, 

Lace inserts at 
shoulders, 

Glitter and sequin 
embellished print 

Round neck 
Short sleeves, 
Minnie mouse 
print transfer, 

regular fit  

Slogan Print 
transfer, crew neck, 

short sleeve, 
regular fit  

T-shirt boasts a 
rounded neckline, 

short sleeves and a 
vibrant butterfly 

print with sequin-
embellishment, 

regular fit 

transfer print, cap 
short sleeve, crew 

neck, regular fit 

Cap sleeve t-shirt, 
Scull transfer, 
Crew neck, regular 
fit 

Product 
Information 

‘This pretty top 
is a wardrobe 
must-have. 
Breathable 

cotton makes 
this top an 

extra 
comfortable 

choice.’ Marks 
and Spencer 
(2017:Online) 

‘From J by Jasper 
Conran, this sequin 
shoes t-shirt for girls 

adds just the right 
amount of sparkle to 
everyday looks. In off 

white, it is 
embellished with 

pretty ribbon bows 
and jewelled flowers 
that they're sure to 
love.’ Debenhams 

(2017:Online) 

‘Made in our soft 
sparkle yarn 
jersey, this 

relaxed style is 
embellished at 
the shoulders 
with a mix of 

silver, blue and 
gunmetal 

sequins and 
beads. Just add 
jeans or shorts.’ 
(2017:Online) 

‘Your little one will feel 
like queen of the style 
set in this sequin and 

glitter embellished 
tee. Thoughtfully 

detailed with a girl in 
sunglasses graphic, 

neon stitch trim and a 
woven neckline.’ 

George (2017:Online) 

‘Featuring a 
watermelon motif 
on the front with 
Minnie Mouse 

image, this t-shirt 
is cotton rich for 

soft and 
comfortable 
wear.’ Tesco 
(2017:Online) 

‘Girls soft brushed 
fabric cropped t-

shirt in pastel pink 
with Unicorn off 

duty slogan. Part of 
the Indigo Blues 
trend.’ Matalan 
(2017:Online) 

 

‘Features a graphic 
print that's sure to 

brighten her 
weekend wardrobe. 

Team with jeans 
and trainers for 

effortless outfitting’ 
John Lewis  

(2017:Online)  

‘For style that 
starts at the top, 
look no further 
than our edit of 
girl’s tops and 
tees. Sassy 

slogans t-shirts 
and sweaters 

make an off duty 
fashion statement 

while pretty tie-
front and cold 

shoulder tops are 
essential come 
party season.’ 

Boohoo 
(2017:Online) 

‘For style that starts 
at the top, look no 
further than our edit 
of girl’s tops and tees. 
Sassy slogans t-shirts 
and sweaters make 
an off duty fashion 
statement while 
pretty tie-front and 
cold shoulder tops 
are essential come 
party season.’ River 
Island (2017:Online) 

Size Range Age 5 - 14 Age 4 -14 Age 7 - 15 Age 4 - 14 Age 4-12 Age 3-13 Age 2-12 Age 3-12 Age 5-12 
Price £9-£11 £7 - £9.50 £17 - £20 £5 - £8 £4-5 £7-£8 £12-£14 £12 £8 

Materials/ 
fabric  

100% cotton 
Plan A cotton 

100% cotton 
Inter lining: 100% 

polyester 

98% Cotton 2% 
Metalised Fibre 

100% cotton 95% Cotton, 5% 
Elastane 

64% Polyester 33% 
Viscose 3% 

Elastane 

96% Cotton, 4% 
elastane 

100% Viscose 95% viscose 5%  
elastane. 

T-SHIRT



 
 
Summary: 
Average price: £20 mark 
Most Common Material: Polyester 
 

 Marks and Spencer Debenhams Monsoon George (at 
ASDA) 

Florence and fred 
(F&F) 

Matalan John Lewis Boohoo River Island 

Image 

 
Marks and Spencer 

(2017:Online) 

 

Debenhams 
(2017:Online) 

 

Monsoon 
(2017:Online) 

 

George 
(2017:Online) 

 

F&F (2017:Online) 

 

Matalan 
(2017:Online) 

 

John Lewis 
(2017:Online) 

 

Boohoo 
(2017:Online) 

 
River Island 

(2017:Online) 

Description bomber, regular fit, 
front zip, unlined 

neck, round neck, 
long sleeve 

Bomber jacket, zip 
detailing, rouched 

sleeve, button detailer 
on pockets 

Crochet, three 
quarter length 

Shower 
resistant finish, 

Zip-through 
fastening, Rib 

edges, 
2 front pockets 
with press-stud 

fastenings 

Button detailing, 
pockets, zip 

detailing 

Quilted, 
zipper, sporty 
strip detailing 
on collar and 

cuffs 

Badge patches, 
zip detailing 

 

Bomber, badged, 
heart print, zipper 

Metallic fabric, 
contrast bright 
lining and zip, 

hood attachment, 
zip front fastening, 
elasticated hems 

 

Product 
Information 

‘This comfy bomber 
jacket is stylish and 
practical. A cotton 
blend ensures it's 

extra breathable and 
comfy.’ Marks and 

Spencer 
(2017:Online) 

‘From bluezoo's 
fantastic range of 

children's clothing, this 
classic bomber jacket 
is perfect for adding a 
dose of of colour to a 
girl's collection. In a 
pretty shade of light 

pink, it features 
signature ribbed trims 
with a zip pocket at the 
sleeve and is ideal for 
creating comfortable 
layered outfits during 
those colder months.’ 

Debenhams 
(2017:Online) 

‘Crafted from 
pretty white lace 
with scalloped 

edges, our Mira 
jacket for girls is 

perfect for layering 
over her party 

dress to combat 
the chill. With long 

sleeves and a 
cropped 

silhouette, it’s 
ideal for special 

occasions.’ 
Monsoon 

(2017:Online) 

‘Gone are the 
arguments 

about covering 
up in the cold 

weather – you’ll 
have a harder 
time getting 
them to take 
this off. The 

bomber 
combines 

street-wear 
style with 

practical wear, 
and we love the 

dusky pink 
colour of this 

particular jacket 
because it’s just 

so pretty.’ 
George 

(2017:Online) 

‘Add a dose of 
mini-me style to 
her outerwear 

collection with this 
trend-led bomber 
jacket for girls. In 
pretty pink with 
rose gold tone 

zips, it offers soft 
ribbed edges and 
a cosy plush faux 

fur lining. 
Complete with two 
flap pockets and a 

lightly padded 
composition, this 

stylish jacket is not 
only on-trend but 

warm and 
practical too.’ F&F 

(2017:Online) 

‘Girls pink 
quilted 

bomber with 
star 

embossment 
& lurex trim 

details. 
Bomber has 
front gold zip 
& two side 

pockets and 
an all over 

sparkly sheen. 
Part of the 

Indigo Blues 
trend.’ 

Matalan 
(2017:Online) 

‘Made with fun 
decorative 

patches, this 
long-sleeved 
jacket has a 

rounded neck, 
two side welt 

pockets and an 
easy zip 

fastening on the 
front. It has an 
inner lining for 
warmth and an 
extra zip pocket 
on the left arm 
to secure small 

essentials.’ John 
Lewis 

(2017:Online) 

‘Warm up her 
wardrobe with our 

essential outerwear 
edit. Totally on 

trend and practical 
too, she’ll love 

wrapping up in fun 
fur trimmed parkas 
and A-list bombers 

complete with 
patches and 

badges. Easy to 
style and even 
easier to wear 

choose zip on and 
go options to take 

her from daytime to 
playtime.’ Boohoo 

(2017:Online) 

‘Avoid temperature 
tantrums and get 

her winter 
wardrobe sorted at 
River Island. It will 

be easy to 
complete her look 
with our extensive 

range of girls 
winter coats and 

jackets. The 
practical and 

fashion-forward 
collection includes 

snug faux fur 
jackets, leather 

look jackets, cute 
bomber jackets, 

parkas and more.’ 
River Island 

(2017:Online) 

Size Range Age 5-14 Age 4-14 Age 3-13 Age 4-14 Age 12 months – 
7 years 

Age 4-13 Age 4-11 Age 9-13 Age 3-12 

Price £22-£26 £26-£32 £28-£32 £16-£22 £14-£16 £14-£16 £29.99 £13 £28 

Materials/ 
fabric 

69% cotton, 31% 
polyester 

99% Polyester 1& 
elastane 

Composite:73% 
Cotton 27% Nylon 

100% Polyester Polyester 100% 
Polyester 

100% Polyester  100% polyester 9% Elastane, 91% 
Polyester 

JACKET



 
Summary: 
Average price: £16 Mark 
Most Common Material: Cotton 
 
 

 Marks and 
Spencer 

Debenhams Monsoon George (ASDA) Florence and Fred 
(F&F) 

Matalan John Lewis Boohoo River Island 

Image 

 
Marks and 
Spencer 

(2017:)Online) 

 
Debenhams 

(2017:Online) 

 
Monsoon 

(2017:Online) 

 
George 

(2017:Online) 

 
F&F (2017;Online) 

 
Matalan 

(2017:Online) 

 
John Lewis 

(2017:Online) 

 
Boohoo 

(2017:Online) 
River Island 

(2017:online) 

Description Dungaree, 
Button 

fastening, strop 
sleeve, thigh 
length, flower 
embroidery  

Dungaree, 
Button 

fastening, 
strop sleeve, 
thigh length, 

navy  

Suare neck, belt 
detail, concealed 
zip, flower detail, 
paneling, above 
the knee length 

2 piece set 
• T-shirt and 

pinafore 
• Short sleeve 

• Elasticated waist 
• Glitter decoration 

Polka dot print, 
scoop neck, 
sleeveless, 

concealed zip, 
keyhole cut out, 

twisted strap detail, 
thigh length 

Badge detail, 
dungaree style, 

denim, hook 
fastening, strap 

sleeve, thigh 
length 

Floral Print, Synched in 
waist, scoop neck, A 

line, thigh length  

Mesh Tired Layers, 
Scoop neck, Tutu 

skirt, lined, above the 
knee 

Blocked mesh 
fabric, 

sleeveless, 
fitted waist, 
flared skirt, 
thigh length 

Product 
Information 

‘Versatile 
dungarees are 

perfect for 
playing in. Pure 
cotton makes 
this lovely and 
soft’ Marks and 

Spencer 
(2017:Online) 

‘This cord bib 
dress from 

Mantaray will 
make a pretty 
addition to a 

girl's 
everyday 
wardrobe. 
Made from 
cotton, it 

features front 
and seat 

pockets and 
scalloped 
detailing 

along the skirt 
hem.’ 

Debenhams 
(2017:Online) 

‘Our Samara 
striped dress for 
girls is perfect for 

refreshing her 
new season 

wardrobe. With a 
panel of pleating 
at the front and a 
ruffled corsage 

to the chest, this 
perfectly pretty 
design features 
a bow belt and 
fastens with a 

concealed zip at 
the back’ 
Monsoon 

(2017:Online) 

‘Keeping your little 
one sweet is simple 
with this darling top 
and pinafore duo. 

The classic 
pinafore design is 

the perfect 
foundation to any 

outfit and the floral 
T-shirt has been 

dusted in glitter for 
added glamour. 

Wear separate or 
together to make 
the perfect team! 

ASDA 
(2017:Online)’ 

‘Dress her up in this 
pretty polka dot 

sundress from Yumi 
Girl. Great for 

holidays or just 
playing in the sun, 

the sleeveless dress 
is fully lined’ F&F 

(2017:Online)  

‘Girls acid wash 
denim pinafore 

with badge detail 
& vintage metal 

fastening. Perfect 
over a t-shirt or 

sweatshirt. Part of 
the Route 66 

trend.’ Matalan 
(2017:Online) 

‘Add a lovely pattern to 
her off-duty outfitting 
with this Floral Print 
Dress from Wheat. 

Perfect for parties or 
more casual occasions, 
this sleeveless dress is 
woven from soft cotton 

with a beautifully 
detailed floral print. With 
a flared skirt, matching 

belt at the waist and 
button fastening at the 

back. 
Team with ballerina 

pumps or sandals for 
effortless elegant 

ensemble.’ John Lewis 
(2017:Online) 

‘From girly to 
tomboy, whatever 
her style, every girl 
needs a favourite 

dress or ten! Ribbed 
and knitted dresses 

are cosy autumn 
staples that will work 
hard for their place in 

her wardrobe. 
Printed skater 

dresses and chic 
lace styles are party 
ready favourites that 
can be dressed up or 

down for so many 
occasions.’ Boohoo 

(2017:online) 

‘Her style 
doesn’t need to 
suffer in winter! 
An undeniable 
favourite for 
her, our girls 
dresses have 

plenty of 'swish' 
and huge 

amounts of 
style. Whether 
it's for a party 
or playtime, 
she can take 
her pick from 

our new 
season range 
that keeps her 
perfectly cosy 

and cool.’ River 
Island 

(2017:Online) 
Size Range 3 Months – 5 

years 
Age 4-13 Age 3-13 Age 4-14 Age 3-12 Age 6-13 Age 3-12 Age 5-12 Age 3-12 

Price £14-£16 £18-£24 £36-£38 £16 £25 £12-£14 £41 £14 £20 
Material/Fabric 100% Cotton  100% Cotton 100% Cotton 50% Cotton, 50% 

Polyester 
100% Viscose 100% Cotton 100% Cotton 100% Polyester 7% Elastane, 

93% Polyester 

DRESSES



 
Summary: 
Average price: £16 Mark 
Most Common Material: Cotton 
 
 

 Marks and Spencer Debenhams Monsoon George (ASDA) Florence and Fred (F&F) Matalan John Lewis Boohoo River Island 

Image 

 
Marks and Spencer 

(2017:)Online) 

 
Debenhams 

(2017:Online) 

 
Monsoon 

(2017:Online) 
 

George 
(2017:Online) 

 
F&F (2017;Online)  

Matalan (2017:Online) 
 

John Lewis 
(2017:Online) 

N/A 

 
River Island 

(2017:online) 
Description Sequin Detail, 

relaxed fit, 
elasticated waist, 

calf length  

Printed, elasticated 
waist, bow 

detailing, loose fit, 
thigh length 

Pompom Trim, 
gathered waist, 

elasticated waist 
belt, hidden 

pockets, loose fit 

2 front pockets, 
Hook and eye zip, 

fly fastening, 
Teflon® coated, 
Adjustable waist 

 

2 front pockets, Hook and 
eye zip, fly fastening, multi 

pockets, 
Adjustable waist, sits 

above the knee 
 

Button detailing, belt 
loops, pleated front, 

calf length, fitted 
waist, concealed zip 

Calf Length, 
Button fastening, 
Tartan print, fitted 
waistband, flared 

bottom 

N/A Calf Length, 
relaxed fit, 

elasticated back 
waist, enclosed 

zip detail, 
woven fabric, 
pleated detail 

Product 
Information 

‘These staple 
trousers are 

wardrobe 
essentials no 

matter what the 
occasion. An 

adjustable waist 
promises extra 
comfort.’ Marks 

and Spencer 
(2017:Online) 

‘Culottes are a 
great compromise 
between skirts and 
shorts and so suit 

a multitude of 
tastes. Fantastic 
for playing in as 

well as for 
dressing up 

smartly.’ 
Debenhams 

(2017:Online) 

‘Trimmed with on-
trend pom poms, 
our Tahiti beach 

shorts from 
STORM by 

Monsoon for girls 
aged 8-15 years 
are a must for 

holidays. 
Fashioned with a 

stretchy 
waistband for a 
comfy fit, they 

feature two side 
pockets.’ 
Monsoon 

(2017:Online) 

‘Teflon® coated to 
repel stains and 

featuring 
permanent pleats, 
these culottes are 
sure to be a smart 

choice for the 
classroom.’  ASDA 

(2017:Online)’ 

‘A clever option to give the 
look of a skirt with the 

comfort and practicality of 
shorts, these school 

culottes from F&F will 
prove a brilliant option for 
her uniform. The culottes 

are soft to the touch, 
mastered with added 

stretch for comfortable all-
day wear. Tumble dry-

friendly, the culottes have 
an adjustable waist with 

hidden elastic in the 
waistband. The culottes 

are finished with a 
permanent pleat finish that 

keeps pleats smart and 
crisp.Pull on up to age 10-

11 years. Zip fastening 
from age 11-12 years 

onwards’ F&F 
(2017:Online)  

‘Girls pleated school 
culottes in black with 
button detail. Teflon 

stain resistant coating 
with adjustable waist. 

We’re delighted to 
announce that our 

Teflon coated 
schoolwear range is 
Mumsnet Rated! 250 

Mumsnetters and their 
children put our range 
to the test and agreed 

that they would not 
only buy it again 

themselves, but they 
would recommend it 
to friends and family 

too.’ Matalan 
(2017:Online) 

‘A pair of multi-
coloured tartan 

culottes for girls of 
Westville House 

School with button 
fastening on the 

elasticated waist. ‘ 
John Lewis 

(2017:Online) 

‘N/A ‘…From 
statement print 
leggings to new 
trouser styles, 

we've got every 
version she 

could possibly 
want. Taking 
cues from our 
favourite styles 
in the warmer 
months, think 
pretty floral 

prints, trendy 
flares and those 
must-have high-

waisted 
harems.’ River 

Island 
(2017:Online) 

Size Range Age 5-14 Age 4-7 Age 8-15 Age 3-14 Age 3-16 Age 4-13 Waist 20”-26” N/A Age 3-12 

Price £10-£15 £15 £16-£18 £5-£7 £4-£7 £7-£9 £30-£35 N/A £15 
Material/Fabric 100% Polyester 100% Cotton 100% Cotton 65% Polyester, 

35% Viscose 
63% Polyester, 33% 

Viscose, 4% Elastane. 
63% Polyester 33% 

Viscose 4% Elastane. 
65% polyester, 
35% viscose 

N/A 100% Polyester 

CULOTTES



 
 

 
Summary: 
Average price: £17 
Most Common Material: Cotton/Polyester 

 
 

 Marks and Spencer Debenhams Monsoon George (at ASDA) Florence and Fred 
(F&F) 

Matalan John Lewis Boohoo 
 

River Island 

Image 

 
Marks and Spencer 

(2017:Online) 
 

Debenhams 
(2017:Online) 

 
Monsoon 

(2017:Online)  
George (2017:online) 

 
Tesco 

(2017:online) 

 
Matalan 

(2017:Online) 

 
John Lewis 

(2017:Online) 

 
Boohoo 

(2017:Online) 
 

River Island 
(2017:Online) 

Description Long Sleeved, 
Printed, button 
detailed, round 
neck, loose fit  

Cap short Sleeve, 
loose floaty fit, 
pleated detail, 

round neck, key 
hole back 

Short, floaty 
sleeve, 

elasticated 
bottom hem, 

pleat detailing, 
loose fit 

Cap sleeves, Button 
fastenings at back, 
Crochet trims, floral 

print, loose fit 

Button fastening, 
keyhole opening, 

short sleeve, 
loose fit, gathered 

waist 

Cropped, loose fit, 
bell bottom sleeve, 

high neck 

Polka-Dot print, 
Frill hem detailing, 

tiered layers 

Open shoulder, 
ruffle detailing, 
long sleeved, 

high neck, 
regular fit 

Woven fabric, swing 
sleeve, V neck, loose  

fit  

Product 
Information 

‘A lighter option for 
warmer days, this 

blouse is smart and 
does not 

compromise on 
comfort.’ Marks and 

Spencer 
(2017:online) 

‘This top from the 
Baker by Ted 

Baker 
childrenswear 

range will brighten 
up a little girl's 

casual line-up. In 
dark pink, it 

features short 
sleeves and pretty 
pleated detailing 
throughout the 

relaxed fit. 
Finished with a 
round sequined 
neck and puff 

detailing on the 
sleeves, this 

comfortable piece 
is a cute staple in 

any wardrobe.’ 
Debenhams 

(2017:Online) 

‘Perfect for 
parties, our 
Versailles 

blouson top for 
girls is gently-
pleated, and 

has pretty angel 
sleeves. 

Features back 
button 

fastenings. 
Matching skirt 

available.’ 
Monsoon 

(2017:Online) 

‘Whether they’re 
getting ready for a 
family gathering or 

friends birthday party, 
this adorable floral 
print top will be first 

choice. Simple button 
fastenings at the 

back make it easy to 
wear, while floral 

bejewelled 
embellishment at the 

neckline will have 
them feeling 

glamorously grown 
up.’ ASDA 

(2017:Online) 
 

‘In an autumnal 
mustard hue, this 
short sleeve top is 

adorned with a 
ditsy floral print 

and features 
smart pintuck 

detailing to the 
front. Complete 
with a laddered 

crochet trim to the 
hem, the pretty 

design will 
complement a 

cord or denim skirt 
and tights.’ Tesco 

(2017:Online) 

‘Girls cream lace 
blouse with bell 
sleeves and frill 

neck detail. Keyhole 
button fastening at 

the back. Part of the 
modern 60s trend.’’ 

Matalan 
(2017:Online) 

‘Pretty and printed, 
this top from 

Jigsaw is sure to 
become a firm 

favourite. 
Crafted from pure 

modal, this 
lightweight and 

silky soft top 
features ruffle cap 
sleeves, a rounded 

neckline with 
button fastening 

and pintuck 
pleating and an all-

over heart print 
that has been 

hand-painted by 
an in-house artist.’ 

John Lewis 
(2017:Online) 

‘For style that 
starts at the top, 
look no further 
than our edit of 
girl’s tops and 
tees. Sassy 

slogans t-shirts 
and sweaters 

make an off duty 
fashion 

statement while 
pretty tie-front 

and cold 
shoulder tops are 
essential come 
party season’ 

Boohoo 
(2017:Online) 

‘Haven’t you heard? 
Style starts from the 

top! And keeping your 
little one looking flash 

will be easier than ever 
with our must have 
range of girls' tops, 

vests, tees and shirts. 
Whether smart or 

casual, printed or plain, 
find her perfect style 
here at a price you’re 

sure to be shouting from 
the rooftops.’ River 

Island (2017:Online) 

Size Range Age 5-14 Age 8-13 Age 3-13 Age 4-14 Age 5-14 Age 4-13 Age 4-13 Age 5-12 Age 3-12 
Price £10-£14 £22-£28 £24-£26 £6-£8 £9-£10 £10-12 £22-£35 £6 £14 

Material/Fabric 100% Viscose 100% Polyester 100% Polyester 100% Cotton 100% Cotton 85% Cotton 15% 
Polyamide 

100% Modal 2% Elastane 
98% Cotton 

100% Polyester 

PEASANT BLOUSE



 
Summary: 
Average price: £10 
Most Common Material: equal 
 

 Marks and 
spencer 

Debenhams Monsoon George (at ASDA) Florence and Fred 
(F&F) 

Matalan John Lewis Boohoo River Island 

Image 

 
Marks and 
Spencer 

(2017:Online) 

 
Debenhams 

(2017:Online) 
 

Monsoon 
(2017:Online) 

 
ASDA (2017:Online)  

Tesco 
(2017:Online) 

 
Matalan 

(2017:Online) 

 
John Lewis 

(2017:Online) 
 

Boohoo (2017:Online) 

 
River Island 

(2017:Online) 

Description Regular fit, 
Button 

fastening, 
Unlined, Scoop 

neck, 
Sleeveless 

 

Drawsting 
waist, printed 
slogan, razor 

back 

Overlay detail, 
pink scallop 

trim, spaghetti 
straps 

Peter pan collar, back 
zip fastening, lace 

cropped layer 

Spaghetti Straps, 
drawstring waist, 
bandeau square 

neckline 

Long-sleeved, 
collared, spotted 

pattern 

Drawstring waist, 
printed, high 

neck 

Spotted print, cap 
sleeve, crew neck 

Woven ribbed panels, 
cami neck, 

sleeveless, double 
layered design, pomp 

om trim 

Product 
Information 

‘This gorgeous 
playsuit is a fab 
investment for 

when the 
weather's 

warm. Pure 
cotton makes it 
lovely and soft.’ 

Marks and 
Spencer 

(2017:Online) 
 

‘This playsuit 
from Levi's® 

will add a dose 
of colour to a 

little one's 
casual 

wardrobe. 
Ideal for those 
warmer days, it 
is made from a 

super-soft 
cotton blend 

and finished in 
light green with 

a glittering 
'sunset' print.’ 
Debenhams 

(2017:Online) 

‘In a punchy 
print that’s 

destined for 
sunny days, our 
Anika playsuit 
for girls is bold 
and beautiful. 

With an overlay 
detail boasting a 

pink scallop 
trim, this vibrant 
design will be 
her favourite 

whether home 
or holidaying.’ 

Monsoon 
(2017:Online) 

‘This gorgeous 
playsuit is the perfect 
choice for your little 

one, it truly is 
adorable. The playsuit 

is modest and 
comfortable, perfect 

for playing and 
dancing or whatever 

they get up to while at 
fun events. The Peter 

Pan collar is the 
perfect choice for this 
party number and the 

lace layer doesn’t 
interfere with the back 
zip fastening.’ George 

(2017:Online) 

‘Comfy and 
casual, this fun 
playsuit will see 

her through 
summer in style. 

Featuring a 
colourful 

watermelon print 
that's ideal for 
summer, the 

playsuit has slim 
spaghetti straps 

with an elasticated 
neckline and 

waistband for a 
comfortable fit. 
The playsuit is 
finished with a 
pink pom pom 

lace trim on the 
legs.’ F&F 

(2017:Online) 

‘Girls spot playsuit 
in navy with a 
front button 

fastening which 
includes a set of 
matching navy 

tights. Part of the 
Modern 60s 

trend.’  Matalan 
(2017:Online) 

‘Crafted from 
pure cotton with 
her comfort in 

mind, this 
playsuit features 

sleeveless 
styling, a 
rounded 
neckline, 

elasticated waist 
for a comfortable 
fit and an all-over 
pineapple print. 

Team with 
sandals for a day 

at the beach.’ 
John Lewis  

(2017:Online) 
 
 

‘Style made easy; 
give her wardrobe a 

jump start with a 
statement jumpsuit or 

playsuit. No drama 
looking for something 
to match, it’s the all-

in-one outfit that she’ll 
love to show off. Plain 
or printed, dressy or 
casual, it’s the style 
solution that keeps 

giving.’ Boohoo 
(2017:Online) 

‘A chic alternative to a 
dress, style her in an 
all-in-one jumpsuit 
that is as functional 

as it is fun. The 
perfect staple for 

chilly or in-between 
weather, we’ve got all 
manner of styles for 
all manner of girls, 
from adorable to 

attitude. From girl's 
playsuits to jumpsuits 
and dungarees, we've 
got all the key styles 
for ages 3-12 years.’ 

River Island 
(2017:Online) 

Size Range Age 3-14 Age 6-14 Age 3-13 Age 4-14 Age 6-14 Age 4-13 Age  4-7 Age 5-12 Age 3-12 

Price £16-£22 £30 £18 £10 £8 £14-£16 £17-£19 £10 £16 
Material/Fabric Plan A Cotton 65% polyester, 

35% cotton 
100% Viscose 95% Polyester, 5% 

Elastane 
95% Cotton 5% 

Elastane 
100% Viscose 100% Viscose 95% viscose,5% 

elastane 
2% Elastane, 98% 

Polyester 

PLAYSUIT
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Matalan 
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John Lewis 

(2017:Online) 

 
Boohoo 

(2017:Online) 
 

River Island 
(2017:Online) 

Description A line skirt, Elastic 
waist, Lined, 
Pleated detail 

 

Knee length, full 
gathered skirt, 

Elasticated 
waistband, 

Gathered below 
waistband, Twill 
tape with bow tie 

accent 
 

Frill hem detailing, 
bow detail, floral 
print, cinched, 

elastic waist band 

Ribbed elasticated 
waistband, mock fly 

and pockets, frill 
hem, stitch hem, 
stitch trim, fade 

wash 

Mesh tiered netted 
layer, elastic 

waistband, knee 
length, ombre 

Zip Detailing, A-
Line structure, 
faded denim, 

pocket detailing, 
frayed hem 

Polka-Dot print, 
Frill hem detailing, 

tiered layers 

Netted, tutu style, 
elastic waistband, 
above the knee 

length 

Woven fabric, 
Floral embroidery, 

Silver tone stud 
detail, Mini length, 

Zip and button 
fastening. 

Product 
Information 

‘We love this 
checked skirt- a 
gorgeous choice 
for the season.’ 

Marks and 
Spencer 

(2017:online) 

‘Cosy, 
comfortable cord 
Our casual skirt 

is not only super-
cosy thanks to 
the soft 100% 

cotton cord 
fabric, but the 

elasticated waist 
allows for a 

super-comfy fit, 
too. Not to 

mention the twirl-
appeal of the 

generously full 
skirt. A skirt she'll 

treasure.’ 
Debenhams 

(2017:Online) 

‘Our Blossom 
floral-print skirt for 
girls is designed in 
purple, pink and 

metallic gold, and 
is layered for extra 

fullness. The 
stretchy waistband 
ensures a comfy 

fit, while the 
grosgrain bow 

adds the perfect 
finish’ Monsoon 
(2017:Online) 

‘A faded wash 
denim skirt is a 

wardrobe essential 
for your little one, 
as it’s so easy to 

throw on and style 
up or dress down. 

This design 
manages to be as 
comfy as it is cute 
too, pulling on with 

an elasticated 
waistband and 
finished with a 
pretty frill hem.’ 

ASDA 
(2017:Online) 

 

‘Perfect for twirling 
around in, this 

pretty dip dye tutu 
skirt from Minoti is 

sure to please 
your budding 

ballerina. Layered 
with tiered mesh, it 
has a pink, purple 

and black 
colourway with a 
satin elasticated 

waistband’ Tesco 
(2017:Online) 

‘Girls denim zip 
through skirt in 

midwash featuring 
a gold zipper down 
the front with raw 
hem detailing and 
two pockets to the 

front on either 
side. Part of the 
Candy Couture 
collection and 
Indigo Dreams 
trend.’ Matalan 
(2017:Online) 

‘Perfect for 
twirling, this tutu 

skirt from Joules is 
a partywear 
essential. 

Cut to a flared 
shape, this tutu 
features ruffled 

layers, an 
elasticated waist 
and an all-over 

metallic polka dot 
print.’ John Lewis 

(2017:Online) 

‘Play mix and 
match with this 
season’s most 
wanted girl’s 

skirts. For AW, 
it’s all about the 
wear anywhere 
skater skirt, our 
selection comes 

in a range of 
bright and basic 

colours with 
feature zips and 
details. Everyday 
jersey is cool and 

comfortable 
whatever the 

occasion, while 
preppy pleated 
styles have the 

smarts.’ Boohoo 
(2017:Online) 

‘A fun, cross-
seasonal skirt is 

sure to become a 
wardrobe favourite 
for your little one 

this year. Essential 
for layering, you can 
pair hers with tights, 

leggings, and top 
with a fun printed 

jumper or a foil tee. 
Pick out a style 

she'll love from our 
range of block and 
printed designs for 

all weather and 
occasions.’ River 

Island (2017:Online) 

Size Range Age 1-7 Age 8-13 Age 3-13 12 months–7years Age 3-13 Age 9-16 Age 3-12 Age 5-12 Age 3-12 
Price £12-£14 £25 £18-£20 £5-£6 £10-£14 £12 £29.95-£32.95 £10 £18 

Material/Fabric 99% Cotton 1% 
Metallized Fabrics 

100% Cotton 100% Cotton 98% Cotton 2% 
Elastane 

100% Polyester 99% Cotton 1% 
Elastane 

100% Polyester 100% Polyester 97% Cotton, 3% 
Elastane 

SKIRT



SUMMARY

These Competitors tables highlight the main rivals too Next whether they be online retailers on brick and mortal stores. These retail-
ers were chosen as they all stock children’s wear. 

When comparing the garments from our range to what the competitors stocked (January 2017), appeared difficult to find similar 
items. Reasons for this would be that the Next Tall Kids range is for spring/summer 2017 and the stock in the stores is currently win-
ter 2016. This means that the materials used varies to what Next Tall Kids plan to use as they are for different purposes and occa-

sions i.e. now – to keep warm, Next Tall Kids range – to keep cool. 
The products chosen in the tables also differ in style to the Next Tall Kids garments as the current trends are different to what they 

will be in summer 2017. 
The prices differ as well due to added extras the competitor’s garments have in comparison to the designs of the Next Tall Kids 

range. For example, printed fabrics, zips, buttons, bows, hooks, fastens and pleating detailing. 
Debenhams and John Lewis’s garments are generally higher in price as they stock other designer brands products not their own. 

Some retailers have also chosen to change the products price due to different age brackets. 



NEXT CUSTOMER
Financially Comfortable Families
These roads house well-off working families, many of whom commute. There will be 
many schoolchildren. Many of these families live in modern estates of relatively large 
detached houses, a number of which will have been built in the past decade. The 
majority have a mortgage.

Most are employed in white-collar managerial or professional occupations and most 
household incomes are above the national average. A number may have built up 
savings and investments although at this stage in their lives this might be limited by 
outgoings, mortgage payments and other borrowing. Bank and credit card accounts 
may be managed online and other financial services may sometimes be arranged 
online. Leisure interests amongst these families could include golf, computers, football, 
fashion and films.

A high proportion own modern technology, DAB radio, games consoles, and portable 
audio. Ownership of smartphones, iPads and tablet devices is higher than average. 
Paid for content and apps for these devices tends to focus on music and multi-media, 
with a wider range of free apps being downloaded to phones.

Long established and frequent users of the internet, they will research and purchase 
a variety of goods online. These families might well research topics online including, 
financial products, household utilities, sports equipment, eating out and entertainment. 
Amongst this type are some people more likely to regularly read, comment on and 
write blogs, read magazines and manage their finances online. The teenage children 
in these families are particularly likely to use the internet for their school or university 
work. While broadly comfortable with traditional forms of advertising and direct 
marketing they are markedly less accepting of marketing by telephone, SMS or online 
channels (Acorn, 2016: Online)

Next Customers
The company will work positively towards its customer and ensure to meet or exceed 
its customers' expectations providing or through better delivery of excellent product 
and services. The company have identified an opportunity to provide its customers to 
"develop a new animal welfare policy to improve, promote and protect animal welfare 
in relation to the products we sell including the development of plans to eliminate the 
use of wool from sheep that have undergone the 'mulesing' process. And the policy 
is also underway and to be launched in 2010" (www.next.com)

Figures 13 & 
14 :Financially 
Comfortable 
Families Average 

Age (2013: online)



Figure 15: Financially Comfortable Families House Size (2013: online)

Figure 16: Financially Comfortable Financial Situation (2013: online)

Figure 17: Financially Comfortable Families Social Media Usage (2013: online)



Figure 18: Financially Comfortable Families Household Income (2013: online)

Figure 19: Financially Comfortable Families Mobile Content (2013: online)



PARENT CONSUMER BOARD



CHILD CONSUMER RESEARCH

Interviewing Sophie Price aged 10 (October 2016)

Question 1 – Do you have any electronic devises? For example, phones, ipads, laptops?
Sophie- ‘’Yes Mummy bought me an iPad 2 Christmases ago and I had an iPhone SE for my birthday this year, its pink!’’

Question 2 – What apps do you use on your IPad and IPhone?
Sophie – ‘’Musically, which is an app where I can dance and mime to my favourite songs. I also use snapchat and oovoo where you can Face-

Time up to 12 people. I do want Instagram because all my friends have it but mummy won’t let me.’’

Question 3 – Where do you parents shop for your clothes? Do you choose where you shop?
Sophie – ‘’Mummy buys my clothes from Next and M&S but I like to look around in River Island, New Look and H&M.’’

Question 4 – What activities do you enjoy doing outside of school?
Sophie – ‘’I like doing cheerleading, netball and gymnastics after school.’’

Question 5 – What is your favourite colour?
Sophie – ‘’PINK!’’

Question 6 – What music do you normally listen to?
Sophie – ‘’Stuff on the radio in Mummy's car, I like the big top 40 on a Sunday afternoon’’. 



CHILD CONSUMER BOARD



THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
PRODUCT RANGE

tall girls 



tall girls 

Product:  Cream �owy cullote style short 
Fabric: Viscose 
Trims: Elastic waist band 

Product: Cream Raglan sleeve t-shirt 
Fabrics: Jersey Cotton
Trims: Gold transfer printed slogan 



tall girls 

Product: Ballet style jogger 
Pink marble wash and grey contrast
Fabric: Polyester & Cotton mix 
Trims:  Drawstring waist with ribbon satin tie 

Product: Sweat shirt
Pink marble wash and grey contrast
Fabric: Polyester & Cotton mix 
Trims: Pink Satin ribbon tie (for design purposes not functional) 



 

Prouduct: Pink Peasant Blouse 
Fabric: Cotton 
Trims: Elastic neck and arms 

Product: Grey leggings 
Fabric: Jersey, viscose and cotton mix

Product: Kimono
Fabric:  Polyster mix 
Satin neck and pockets 



Product: Pinafore style playsuit 
Fabric: Blue denim
Trims: Gold loopback straps 
Added small pocket 

Product: Peter Pan Top with contrast collar and arm detail.
Fabric: Ivory cotton jersey 
Pink marble wash chi�on collar and arm detail

 

Product: Pu� ball / TuTu style skirt 
Fabric: Pink polyester overlay 
Grey tulle under layer
Soft polyester lining 
Trims: Elastic waist band 



 

Product: Gold summer dress
Description: A line / Trapeze style dress

Fabric: Cotton 
Trims: Pink satin ribbon bow detailing at the back

Product: Pink simple collarless bomber jacket 
Fabric: Satin

Trims: Gold Zip 



THE RAW MATERIALS

There is no question that China has a number of key advantages when it comes 
to overseas sourcing. The first reason for this is, due to the fact that it is such a 
populous nation, labor coast are very low in China, and can typically be as low 
as ‘$150 per month’ (GCB sourcing, 2017). We will be sourcing all of our fabrics 
and trims from China, due to this cheaper price and ‘Chinese manufacturers are 
far more likely to give you better service from the outset as a small startup than 
domestic manufacturers’ (Shugar, G. 2016). China also has the ability to provide 
large quantities of goods with a short turnaround time, which is essential for our 
range. We will need large fabric orders to ensure all selected stores are able to 
get a full range in time for release. The manufacturing of our range will take place 
in Sri Lanka. Sri Lanka is now one of the fastest-expanding economies in Asia, 
providing a highly conducive business environment for foreign manufacturers, 
‘over the past six years, manufacturing has consistently accounted for around 
18% of Sri Lanka’s GDP’ (Textile Future, 2017). Its geographical location is 
another benefit of manufacturing our garments here. At the centre of a major trade 
route between Asia and Europe - places Sri Lanka in an advantageous position 
compared to many other South Asian nations when it comes to connectivity with 
many of the markets in Europe and the Middle East. This allows substantial cost 
savings in terms of logistics as well as shorter delivery times.

Textile Future, 2017



RANGE PROMOTION
Next January sale
The best deals on fashion, home and furniture you can find in store and online. The Next 
Boxing Day sale has become a retail legend and the discounts are still in full swing. (The 
Mirror, 2016: Online) If you’re expecting, or have a small brood to clothe, the Next sale is 
a great time to stock pile quality baby and kids clothing for a fraction of the normal price. 
There will be huge discounts of 50-70% off hundreds of boys and girls clothing. With 
sizes ranging from 1-9 years. (The Mirror, 2016: Online)

From research it highlights that the Next sale is a huge event around the Christmas 
period. The promotional techniques used, the popular sizes chosen and the amount of 
each garments that are in demand will prevent Next Tall Kids ending up in the sale.
2015 bought new challenges and opportunities for Next, but its strategy remained the 
same: a focus on products, probability and returning cash to shareholders. Next keep 
its objectives broadly unchanged from those in 2014: develop the Next brand, invest in 
online growth and profitable new space and improve service and control costs.

Next Directory
Next is one of the UK’s strongest internet retailers in terms of annual online traffic. It sells its products online 

through the Next Directory Business, which also acts as a more traditional catalogue shopping business. Next 
Directory accounts for around 40% of Next sales, according to its 2015 annual report. Next directory was launched 
in 1988 as a 350 page hardback catalogue, with online shopping introduced in 1999, reflecting every collection and 

product available in the catalogue. This early foray into ecommerce has cemented the perception of Next as an 
adept provider of the multi-channel experience. Whilst online sales continue to grow, Next catalogues sales showed 

in 2015.

In the past, the secret of Next’s success has been its “directory” catalogue business, which allowed shoppers 
to buy products they otherwise couldn’t afford with credit, and put delivery systems in place, which helped it to 

capitalise on the shift to online shopping.

As a result of its head start, Next could be more competitive and offer services such as allowing customers to order 
until midnight and receive goods the next day. (The Telegraph, 2016: Online)

In March we predicted a challenging year and this has been reflected in our first half results. Although total NEXT 
Brand sales were +3.0% ahead of last year, full price sales were down -0.3% on a comparable week basis . 

Directory has performed significantly better than Retail mainly as a result of improved stock availability, enhanced 
website functionaliy and continued growth from LABEL and overseas, (Next, 2016: Online)



NEXT TALL KIDS IN THE NEXT 
DIRECTORY





SOCIAL MEDIA PROMOTION
Social Media marketing is an amazing way for businesses to keep a solid 
relationship with existing customers and to woo new ones. Dobson (2016). 
2015 bought new challenges and opportunities for Next, but its strategy 
remained the same: a focus on products, probability and returning cash to 
shareholders. Next keep its objectives broadly unchanged from those in 2014: 
develop the Next brand, invest in online growth and profitable new space and 
improve service and control costs.

Next has a well-established social media presence via the most popular 
platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Google +, Pinterest and 
YouTube. It also sells products via a dedicated mobile website, as well as 
through an app available on the Appstore, Google Play and Windows Store. 
(Passport, 2016: Online)

Celebrity endorsement - That kind of showiness just isn’t the Next way. 
Instead, Next knows its customer, sells her what she wants (including kids’ 
clothes and homewear) and its online operation is strong, efficient and 
reliable. And as it stands, Next – the quiet kid at school, who nobody ever 
really noticed – is overtaking its cooler, showier counterparts. Over the past 
few seasons collections have featured some designer-influenced pieces. 
The black check mesh dress that features in Next’s spring advertising 
campaign, for example, is practically identical to a piece by the US designer 
Lela Rose, worn by Cheryl Cole at the launch of The X Factor this month. 
Being Next, the dress is available exactly as the customer might want it – as 
a cocktail dress, a standalone skirt and as a 50s-style fit-and-flare dress. 
Elsewhere, a floral bomber jacket and an embellished rucksack reference two 
of spring’s biggest trends.

Using the small amount of celebrity endorsement hasn’t improved Next sales, 
they should just carry on improving their social media and online presence 
which is the company’s 
stronger areas, not using celebrities 
will drastically save on the budget 
which Next desperately need.

Four- Stage SMM Process (Dodson, I. 2014: Page 338)

Social Media Platforms
Next don’t currently use Snapchat, Snapchat is a brilliant visual platform to use if 
you’re promoting a range, it lets consumers ‘behind the scenes’ of a range creation 
and launch, it lets customers see their potential products being created. According 
to the company’s own figures, more than 150 million people use the app every day, 
including 41% of 18- to 34-year-old Americans, the coveted millennial market. (The 
Guardian, 2016: Online)

While marketers make it a point to promote their brand on maximum platforms, their 
main focus is always Facebook. While it is true that Facebook offers a larger audi-
ence, other platforms, too, have their own unique features. Snapchat, for instance, 
presents a unique opportunity to help you increase your brand’s community engage-
ment, loyalty, and brand visibility.

Roughly eight-in-ten online Americans (79%) now use Facebook, a 7-percent-
age-point increase from a survey conducted at a similar point in 2015.
Young adults continue to report using Facebook at high rates, but older adults are 
joining in increasing numbers. Some 62% of online adults ages 65 and older now use 
Facebook, a 14-point increase from 
the 48% who reported doing so in
2015. In addition, women continue 
to use Facebook at somewhat
 higher rates than men: 83% of
 female internet users and 75% of 
male internet users are Facebook 
adopters. 
(Pew Research Centre, 
2016: Online) 



FACEBOOK PROMOTION



SNAPCHAT PROMOTION
Be a tease
Since photos and videos last only for a few 
seconds on Snapchat, Next can use this feature 
to tease the audience about the product launch/ 
new line that the brand is about to introduce.

Give a glimpse
Next can take their users behind the scenes. 
They can use the caption and drawing tools 
that Snapchat offers to show off their corporate 
culture. This gives the users a glimpse into how 
their favourite product is manufactured. Next can 
hand over their Snapchat handle to a few trusted 
employees for one day each so they can bring 
variation to how the brand is viewed.

Invest in Snap-Ads
Snap-Ads are 10-second, full-screen 
vertical videos that appear between 
stories. Snap-Ads are a great way to catch 
the attention of the target audience and 
increase the number of followers. These 
ads allow the audience to swipe up to 
view more content, like longer videos and 
articles written by the brand.

Keep it youthful
According to Snapchat, the average 
user age group is between 12 to 34. 
The audience on this platform is looking 
for content that is fun and colourful. 
Therefore, Next should keep their brand 
free from corporate stuffiness on this 
platform. They need to keep it youthful yet 
professional.



INSTAGRAM PROMOTION



nextofficial Are your kids getting taller 
than you? Feeling like a poisoned dwarf? 
NEW Girls Tall Kids Range ‘PAUSE’, new 
to Next.com and all stores. #standtall 

ow.ly/nHSA3087ppE



PAUSE 

/ / Everyday summer peices with little touches for delicate opulence SHOP TALL GIRLSWEAR

SHOP THE RANGE 

ORDER BEFORE 12 MIDNIGHT FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO HOME OR STORE* 
SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS

NEXT TALL KIDS WEBSITE

Mintel reports that the next website has the highest proportion of people buying from the brand online (Mintel,2015). This shows that the Next website is a popular channel 
for the brand. This is why we decided that our range would be available to consumers online just like most of Next’s products.  In the next few pages of this report, we have 
created a mock-up of what the tall girls s/s 17 range would look like online. Generally, we have kept our layout design in keeping with Next’s current and gone for the sleek, 
fresh and clean look for simple black and whites.  

This a banner that will be shown on the home page of www.next.com. The banner will also be attached in any email campaigns, giving the customer a brief example and 
look at the trend. With the buttons on this page it will allow the customer to shop the range easily. 



TALL GIRLS
Stand tall with our newest range, TALL GIRLS.  Which is 

designed to fit the girls with a taller frame so you’ll be able to find 
her the perfect fit.  Whatever style she has, we’ve got her 

covered within our line of everyday summer wear.  Designed 
with added extra touches of dusky pinks and gold details to 
create a delicate opulence.  Ranging from tall t-shirts to tall 

summer dresses to fit girls from 4ft 5 

NEW IN Dresses 

Playsuits Sportswear 

LeggingsShorts 

Skirts
T-Shirts 

Jackets 
& Coats

As we are starting a new range it is important it is explained to the customer. This is website page is designed to do exactly that giving the customer a brief overview of the 
products, the ranges focus of tall girls wear and the trend. 



ORDER BEFORE 12 MIDNIGHT FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO HOME OR STORE* 
SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS

CHOOSE SIZE

STYLE  WITH 

ADD TO BAG

234-567

PINK SATIN BOMBER JACKET (8-16)

Still not the perfect fit? That’s ok we’ve got the perfect service for you NEXT BESPOKE!
Whether it’s the pair of jeans that she would love or that skirt that’s looking a little mini. 
You’ll be able add the exact extra length that she needs.

TRAPEZE DRESS (8 -16) 

ADD TO BAG
987-654

CHOOSE SIZE

READ MORE 

100% Polyester
for a light cover up this summer

Product View 

This page is an example of how products will be displayed on our website in keeping with next’s current website theme. 



NEXT BESPOKE 

The perfect fit – with NEXT BOSPOKE! 
Whether it’s a pair of jeans, a skirt or the perfect playsuit. 
Just enter a few of your personal measurements and 
our savvy technology will finish the rest for you!
 
Giving you that perfect fitting item, amended by you. 

GET YOUR PERFECT FIT

SIZING

Persons name eg. Rebecca  Smith

Enter name here

Persons Height 

Height feet: 

Height Inches: 

Persons Age

Enter age 

NEXT BESPOKE 
Amed the items you just have to have.

 ORDER INFORMATION

BALLET JOGGER  567-987

ADD TO BAG

TOTAL COST: 

GARMENT COST:

Need help ?  Watch our how to measure videos

1

2

Next Bespoke 

With one of Next’s key competitors Marks and Spencer’s having an 
online system for men to order custom made shirts. Results from Mintel 
also show that brands such a Jaeger are adapting to this made to 
measure trend in the market. As Jaeger launched the service in their 
flagship stores as well as online in October 2015 (Mintel,2015). 

Next as a brand need to start responding to what is going on around 
them quicker. Reports from Mintel support this as they state that Next 
only introduced the mobile version of their website at end of 2015. 
Despite the existing statistics showing that nearly two thirds of online 
orders are made through tablets and phones (Mintel,2015).  Mintel 
also states that in terms of e-commerce Next still have room for 
improvement (Mintel, 2015).

This is why we have chosen to create a mock-up of Next Bespoke. 
A feature that Next could add to the website if the range was to 
take off with sales. Next Bespoke is an online service that offers 
customers the opportunity to tailor the lengths of their garments to 
their needs. Giving them the perfect fit at a small extra cost. This is 
in keeping with our initial idea of creating tall girls wear but allowing 
people who are in-between legs lengths to alter garments without 
having to go to a seamstress saving them time and money.  The 
mock up shows a brief idea of what the customer would need to 
enter in order to alter a garment. 



Delivery options 

Next already have a wide range of delivery options on offer to their customer with prices ranging from £0.00 – £8.00. However, the options are only home delivery or order 
into the store. As most multi-channel retailer stores now offering click and collect options. We believe that is now time for next to step up the game with Inpost delivery lockers.  
A service that allows the customer to get their parcel delivered to the most convenient locker location to them at a cheaper price of £2.99 or free delivery for orders over £20. 
As it stands this service is used by Next’s competitor Marks & Spencer’s however only to return parcels (Marks&Spencers, nodate). The only other fashion retailer to offer this 
In-Post service is pure player retailer Miss – Pap. They offer both delivery and returns through the service(Miss pap, nodate).

In order to make sure that this would work for our target market we conducted a small online survey through the survey website type form.  We offered the audience 
information on Inpost and its delivery service and then asked them to complete a short survey. We managed to receive just over 20 responses see appendix A. Having 
analysed the feedback we found that 96% of the parents that took the survey would use the Inpost service if their favourite retailer offered it. With the most popular reason 
was to why being convenience and not having to wait in all day for a parcel. This is likely to be down to the busy lifestyles that parents have.  Another popular answer within 
the survey is that parents will not have to take their children into busy shopping centres.  One thing that we found was that even though parents feel as though the service 
would be beneficial to them there is a still a concern around the safety of the lockers and their parcels. With a small percentage of 17% of parents addressing this answer 
within our survey, however some parents would stills use the service even though they have this concern. 

This primary research shows that using the Inpost service would be beneficial for the parent customer that we are trying to attract with this range. As it offers them the 
convenience of not having to go into store with their children, cheaper delivery costs and doesn’t keep them waiting in all day. This is should that next could consider 
improving within their website. 



THE ESTIMATED COST/BUYING/
RETAIL PRICE & SALES FORECAST

Description Trapeze Dress

Supplier China China

Fabrics Cost per unit Consumption Total cost
Main 
Fabric/Yarn 2.63 1.22 3.2086
Second 
Fabric/Yarn 2.63 1.22 3.2086
Fabric 0.15 1.22 0.183

Components Cost $ Per Unit Pieces Per GMT Total
Woven Labels 0.05 2 0.1
Swing 
tickets/labels 0.07 1 0.07
Transport 
Packcaging 0.01 1 0.01

Hanger 0.73 1 0.73

0.97

Direct 
labour/CMT 5.45

Overheads 6.23

FOB cost 7.79

Freight 0.11

Rate of 
Exchange 0.12

Duty & 
clearance 12.1

Landed price 7.96 Selling price £26

Retail price £26 Margin 70.00%

Front

Back

Product Awareness  Cost sheet

Country of origin

ReferenceDescription T-Shirt

Supplier China China

Fabrics Cost $ per unit Consumption Total cost
Main Fabric 5.8 1.32 7.656

0
0

Components Cost $ per unit Pieces per gmt Total cost
Labels 0.05 2 0.01
Transfers 0.1 1 0.1
Swing Tickets 0.07 1 0.07

Packaging
Hangers 0.73 1 0.73

Transport Packaging 0.01 1 0.01

Direct labour/CMT 6.06

Overheads 6.92

FOB cost 8.66

Freight 0.1

Rate of Exchange $0.12

Duty & clearance 12.10%

Landed price 8.83 Selling price £14

Retail price £14 Margin 36.90%

Front

Back

T-Shirt Cost sheet

Country of origin

ReferenceDescription Puff Ball Skirt

Supplier China China

Fabrics Cost per unit Consumption Total cost
Main 
Fabric/Yarn 5 0.84 4.2
Second 
Fabric/Yarn 0.09 0.84 0.0756
Fabric 0.06 0.35 0.021
Lining 1.5 0.84 1.26

Components Cost $ Per Unit Pieces Per GMT Total
Woven Labels 0.05 2 0.1
Swing 
tickets/labels 0.07 1 0.07
Transport 
Packcaging 0.01 0.01 0.01

Hanger 0.95 0.95 0.95

1.13

Direct 
labour/CMT 4.67

Overheads 5.34

FOB cost 6.68

Freight 0.1

Rate of 
Exchange 0.12

Duty & 
clearance 12.1

Landed price 6.83 Selling price £20

Retail price £20 Margin 69.30%

Front

Back

Product Awareness  Cost sheet

Country of origin

Reference



Description Blouse

Supplier China China

Fabrics Cost per unit Consumption Total cost
Main 
Fabric/Yarn 2.63 1.36 3.99

3.99

Components Cost $ Per Unit Pieces Per GMT Total
Woven Labels 0.05 2 0.1
Swing 
tickets/labels 0.07 1 0.07
Transport 
Packcaging 0.01 1 0.01

Hanger 0.73 1 0.73

0.91

Direct 
labour/CMT 3.43

Overheads 3.92

FOB cost 4.9

Freight 0.1

Rate of 
Exchange 0.12

Duty & 
clearance 12.1

Landed price 5 Selling price £16

Retail price £16 Margin 69.30%

Front

Back

Product Awareness  Cost sheet

Country of origin

ReferenceDescription Cullottes

Supplier China China

Fabrics Cost $ per unit Consumption Total cost
Main 
Fabric/Yarn 2.15 0.5 1.25
Elastic Fabric 0.06 0.06

1.13

Components Cost $ Per Unit Pieces Per GMT Total
Woven Labels 0.05 2 0.1
Swing 
tickets/labels 0.07 1 0.07
Transport 
Packcaging 0.01 1 0.01

Hanger 0.95 1 0.95

1.13

Direct 
labour/CMT 1.6

Overheads 1.8

FOB cost 2.26

Freight 0.1

Rate of 
Exchange 0.12

Duty & 
clearance 12.1

Landed price 2.37 Selling price £10

Retail price £10 Margin 83.80%

Front

Back

Product Awareness  Cost sheet

Country of origin

ReferenceDescription Playsuit

Supplier China China

Fabrics Cost per unit Consumption Total cost
Main 
Fabric/Yarn 2.7 0.42 1.134

1.13

Components Cost $ Per Unit Pieces Per GMT Total
Woven Labels 0.05 2 0.1
Swing 
tickets/labels 0.07 1 0.07
Transport 
Packcaging 0.01 1 0.01

Hanger 0.73 1 0.73

Eyelets 0.15 2 0.3
1.21

Direct 
labour/CMT 1.63

Overheads 1.87

FOB cost 2.34

Freight 0.15

Rate of 
Exchange 0.12

Duty & 
clearance 12.1

Landed price 2.51 Selling price £26

Retail price £26 Margin 91.00%

Front

Back

Product Awareness  Cost sheet

Country of origin

Reference



T-Shirt Shipping Plan

Rest of the Next Tall Kids Range Shipping Plan 
Puff Ball skirt = 30 x 350 = 10,500
Trapeze Dress = 28 x 350 = 9,800
Culottes = 30 x 350 = 10,500
Peasant Blouse = 30 x 350 = 10,500 
Playsuit = 20 x 350 = 7,000

= BCDM1

Price per container $1394

30x 350 = 10,500 
Next Tall Kids T-Shirts



Figure 20 highlights that the girls preferred the culottes, peasant blouse, t-shirt and puffball skirt. Therefore Next Tall kids will order a larger quantity of these four items and a 
smaller quantity of the playsuit and trapeze dress.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Puffball Skirt
T-Shirt

Peasant Blouse
Trapeze Dress

Culottes
Playsuit

Figure 20, Graph to show out of 20 girls, aged 8-16, which were their favorite items in the Next Tall 
Girl range 

20 girls aged 8-16



THE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND PROMOTION 
PROCESS FROM DESIGN TO DELIVERY

Next Tall Kids - Production Critcal Path
Year 2016-2017

16-Jan 16-Feb 16-Mar 16-Apr 16-May 16-Jun 16-Jul 16-Aug 16-Sep 16-Oct 16-Nov 16-Dec 17-Jan 17-Feb 17-Mar 17-Apr 17-May 17-Jun 17-Jul

Comparative / Directional Shopping 

Tall Childrenswear Focus Group

Design Research

Product Sampling

Product Focus Group

Budget Meetings

Sourcing Trips

Sign Off Meetings

Production

Shipping / Deliveries

Products On Sale

12:30 AM

1:00 AM

1:30 AM

2:00 AM

2:30 AM

3:00 AM

3:30 AM

4:00 AM

4:30 AM

5:00 AM

5:30 AM

6:00 AM

6:30 AM

7:00 AM

7:30 AM

8:00 AM

8:30 AM

9:00 AM

9:30 AM

10:00 AM

10:30 AM

Next Tall Kids - Promotional Critical path

Year: 2016-2017

16-Jan  Feb 16 16-Mar 16-Apr 16-May 16-Jun 16-Jul 16-Aug 16-Sep 16-Oct 16-Nov 16-Dec 17-Jan 17-Feb 17-Mar 17-Apr 17-May 17-Jun 17-Jul 17-Aug

Define the Tall Children market research

Perform Market Analysis

Access Internal Capabilities

Select Market/Identitfy Consumer

Devlop Market Entry

Contact promotional Organisations

Prepare Promotional Activity 

Social Media Advertising 

Contact Press for press Event 

Contact Venue for Press Event

Press Event

Promotions are Active

Prepare for Store Launch

Contact Press for Store Launch

Store Launch

Post Launch

Figures 21 and 22 display our critical paths for both promotional and production of 
the Next Tall range.

Figure 20: Production Critical Path

Figure 22: Promotional Critical Path
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